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My Life as a Book 
By Janet Tashjian 

1. Because Derek is a reluctant reader his mother tries to bribe him to read. With what does she bribe 
him? 
Chocolate chip cookies 
 

2. How does Derek learn his vocabulary words? 
He draws their meaning. 
 

3. What does Derek decide to investigate over the summer? 
Derek found an old newspaper article about a 17 yr old girl named Susan James who drowned in 
Martha’s Vineyard. 
 

4. How was Susan James connected to Derek and his family? 
Susan was Derek’s baby sitter when he was 2yr old. His family was vacationing in Martha’s Vineyard. 
Susan died saving baby Derek’s life from the riptide. 
 

5. Derek’s mom is a vet. She is watching a monkey, Pedro, for a friend. What does Derek do with the 
monkey to get in trouble? 
Derek lets the monkey out of its cage, dresses it up like a cowboy, and gives it a ride on Bodi’s back. 
Bodi is Derek’s dog. 
 

6. Where are Derek’s parents making him go for 6 weeks? 
To Learning Camp, Derek calls it Prison Camp. 
 

7. Margot is Derek’s group leader at camp. What secret does she give Derek about reading? 
Margot tells Derek to visualize the story like it’s a movie. It works for Derek. 
 

8. When Derek’s best friend, Matt and his family go on vacation to Martha’s Vineyard, what does he tell 
Derek he will do while he is there? 
Matt told Derek he will go to the library to see what he can find out about Susan James. 
 

9. When Derek’s mom gives Carly a ride home from camp, what does Carly show Derek in her basement? 
Carly has fishing lines crisscrossed all across her basement with a fake diamond in the senter of the 
room. The object was to get to the diamond without touching the lines. 
 

10. Derek researched Susan James on his computer. He found a guestbook on a site put up by her parents 
and friends. What did he do at the site? 
Derek wrote a note thanking Susan for saving him. 
 

11. After Derek wrote on Susan’s guestbook, who did he get an email from? 
Susan’s mother 
 

12. What does Derek try to talk his mom into so that he can see Matt and find out more about Susan 
James? 
Derek tries to talk his mom into going to visit his grandmother who lives near Martha’s Vineyard. 
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13. Derek’s parents agree to go visit Grandmom. What else do they do there? 

Derek’s parents will take him to see Susan’s parents. To seal the deal, he must do his summer reading. 
 

14. When Mom needs to take medicine to Pedro, the monkey, who does Derek meet? 
He meets Michael who has cerebral palsy and is confined to a wheelchair. Pedro is a thereapy monkey 
that helps Michael by doing tasks for him. Michael also helped Derek animate his vocabulary drawings 
on the computer. 
 

15. While riding through Martha’s Vineyard, Derek and his parents came across an artist’s barn. Derek 
knew a friend of Susan’s had a shop there from the website. When he got his parents to stop there, 
what did he do? 
Derek went in to ask the girl, Lauren about Susan James. 
 

16. When Lauren told Derek and his parents the story about how Susan dies, it was very different from the 
story Susan’s mother had told them. How was it different? 
Lauren told them that Susan was at the beach to meet her boyfriend. Lauren watched Derek and built 
a sand castle with him while Susan swam with her boyfriend. When Derek went into the water, it was 
Bodi who pulled Derek from the water by his diaper. 
 

17. Derek’s mom was hurt and angry when she found out the truth about Susan James death. She wanted 
to set Mrs. James straight that her daughter was no hero. What happened when the family went to see 
Mrs. James? 
Mrs. James had a collage of pictures of Susan on the wall. She told the family that Susan would have 
been 28 yrs old next week. Her eyes were so sad that Mom just listened to her talk about her daughter. 
Mom hugged her when they left. 
 

18. What is the last thing the family does to close the book on the Susan James story? 
They went to South Beach where Susan drowned and Derek was saved by Bodi. 
 

19. Mom got a disturbing phone call while they were at South Beach. What was it? 
The call was from Carly’s mother. Ginger, the class hedgehog had died while it was in Carly’s care for 
the summer. 
 

20. When Derek got home, who did Matt and Derek go see? 
They went to Carly’s house to help her plant flowers on Ginger’s grave in the backyard. Derek and Carly 
also let Matt try to “steal the diamond”.  
 

21. When Michael got home from San Diego, Derek went over to show him his flip-o-rama drawings of his 
summer. What did Michael show Derek? 
Michael showed Derek the training film of Pedro learning the tasks to help Michel. 
 

 


